Corrections

CELL BIOLOGY. For the article “A uniform extracellular stimulus triggers distinct cAMP signals in different compartments of a simple cell,” by Thomas C. Rich, Kent A. Fagan, Tonia E. Tse, Jerome Schaack, Dermot M. F. Cooper, and Jeffrey W. Karpen, which appeared in number 23, November 6, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (98, 13049–13054; First Published October 16, 2001; 10.1073/pnas.221381398), the authors note the following printer’s errors. On page 13050, in the first full paragraph, line 15, 100/40 should read 100 ± 40 MΩ. The last sentence of the same paragraph should read “In whole-cell experiments, 5 mM K2ATP and 0.1 mM Na2GTP were added to the pipette solution, and nystatin was not included.”

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.26156798

GENETICS. For the article “Identification of a malaria new susceptibility locus (Char4) in recombinant congenic strains of mice,” by Anny Fortin, Lon R. Cardon, Mifong Tam, Emil Skamene, Mary M. Stevenson, and Philippe Gros, which appeared in number 19, September 11, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (98, 10793–10798; First Published September 4, 2001; 10.1073/pnas.191288998), the title was printed incorrectly due to a printer’s error. The correct title is “Identification of a new malaria susceptibility locus (Char4) in recombinant congenic strains of mice.” The online version of this article has been corrected.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.26147598

CELL BIOLOGY. For the article “HIF-1α binding to VHL is regulated by stimulus-sensitive proline hydroxylation,” by Fang Yu, Sarah B. White, Quan Zhao, and Frank S. Lee, which appeared in number 17, August 14, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (98, 9630–9635), the authors note that in the FlagGAL4-HIF-1 (550–575) fusion protein employed in the experiments described in Fig. 3 D and E, there is a glutamic acid residue between the penta-alanine polylinker and the indicated HIF-1 residues. Thus the peptide liberated following Factor Xa protease treatment of this protein is predicted to contain the following sequence: AAAAEEFSTQDTDLPLEMLAPYIPMDDDFQLR. The conclusions of the paper remain unchanged.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.261475098
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cAMP, the classical second messenger, regulates many diverse cellular functions. The primary effector of cAMP signals, protein kinase A, differentially phosphorylates hundreds of cellular targets. Little is known, however, about the spatial and temporal nature of cAMP signals and their information content. Thus, it is largely unclear how cAMP, in response to different stimuli, orchestrates such a wide variety of cellular responses. Previously, we presented evidence that cAMP is produced in subcellular compartments near the plasma membrane, and that diffusion of cAMP from these compartments to the bulk cytosol is hindered. Here we report that a uniform extracellular stimulus initiates distinct cAMP signals within different cellular compartments. By using cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels engineered as cAMP biosensors, we found that prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) stimulation of human embryonic kidney cells caused a transient increase in cAMP concentration near the membrane. Interestingly, in the same time frame, the total cellular cAMP rose to a steady level. The decline in cAMP levels near the membrane was prevented by pretreatment with phosphodiesterase inhibitors. These data demonstrate that spatially and temporally distinct cAMP signals can coexist within simple cells.

Much has been learned about the enzymes involved in the generation and breakdown of cAMP (1, 2) and the proteins that mediate the downstream effects of cAMP (3–6). However, conventional methods have, by and large, been unable to resolve the spatial and temporal features of cAMP signals. Creative attempts to use protein kinase A (PKA) or L-type Ca2+ channels to assess changes in cAMP levels have yielded some information. In large invertebrate neurons, gradients in cAMP between the processes and the soma have been inferred (7, 8). Gradients in cAMP have also been deduced in studies of cardiac myocytes, in which only part of the cell was stimulated with isoproterenol (9). Unfortunately, these methods have limited resolution. It has been shown previously that heterologously expressed cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels are able to detect changes in membrane-localized cAMP concentration (10–12) and, by using the patch–cram technique, cytosolic cGMP (13) in real time. The properties of CNG channels can be tailored for the measurement of submicromolar cAMP concentrations (11). These methodological advances allow the measurement of cAMP produced by low levels of adenyl cyclase (AC) activity without the need to inhibit phosphodiesterase (PDE) (11, 12).

In this study, we compared measurements of membrane-localized and total cellular cAMP levels in response to prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) stimulation. We used the olfactory CNG channel α subunit containing two mutations, C460W and E583M, to monitor cAMP levels near the surface membrane in both cell populations and single cells. These mutations make it possible to measure cAMP concentrations in the 100 nM range, while rendering the channel relatively insensitive to cGMP. We assessed total cAMP accumulation in cell populations by measuring the conversion of [3H]ATP into [3H]cAMP. The difference between the two measured cAMP signals was striking: a rise and fall in cAMP near the membrane and an increase to a steady level throughout the cell. The segregation of signals helps to explain how cAMP can differentially regulate cellular targets.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture and Channel Expression. Human embryonic kidney (HEK)-293 cells were maintained in culture and infected with adenovirus as described previously (11). An adenovirus encoding the α subunit of the rat olfactory CNG channel (CNG2, CNGa3) with mutations C460W and E583M was constructed by using the Quik Change Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) and a modification of the AdEasy system (14, 15). All cells used in cAMP assays were treated with this adenovirus.

Measurement of Total cAMP Accumulation in Cell Populations. Static cAMP accumulation in intact cells was measured as described previously (16) with some modifications. HEK-293 cells plated on 100-mm dishes were incubated in MEM containing FBS (10%) with [2-3H]adenine (20 μCi/dish; 90 min at 37°C) to label the ATP pool. Cells were washed once and resuspended in a buffer containing (mM): 145 NaCl, 11 d-glucose, 10 Heps, 4 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and 1 mg/ml BSA, pH 7.4. After the start of an experiment, aliquots (900 μl) were removed every 10 s and immediately added to trichloroacetic acid [100 μl; 100% (wt/vol)] to terminate the reaction. After pelleting, the [3H]ATP and [3H]cAMP content of the supernatant were quantified as described previously (17). Results are expressed as the percent conversion of [3H]ATP into [3H]cAMP and represent the total accumulation over time.

Detection of Local cAMP in Cell Populations. Increases in local cAMP concentration activate CNG channels and trigger Ca2+ entry. Ca2+ influx was monitored in cell populations by using the fluorescent indicator fura-2. Cells were loaded with 4 μM fura-2/AM and 0.02% pluronic F-127 for 30–40 min in a buffer containing Ham’s F-10 medium supplemented with 1 mg/ml of BSA and 20 mM Heps, pH 7.4. Cells were washed twice, resuspended in the buffer described above (3–4 × 106 cells/ml of buffer solution), and assayed by using an LS-50B spectrofluorimeter (Perkin–Elmer). Additions were made by pipetting stock solutions into a stirred cuvette (mixing time ~5 s). Fluorescence was measured at an excitation wavelength of 380 nm and an emission wavelength of 510 nm. Under these conditions, Ca2+ influx causes a decrease in fluorescence (ΔF), which was expressed relative to the prestimulus fluorescence (F0) to correct
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for variations in dye concentration and to allow for comparison of results on different batches of cells. AF/F₀ was plotted with inverted polarity, so that increases in Ca²⁺ influx were represented as positive deflections. Linear fits to the steady-state Ca²⁺ influx rates were used to quantify the results (11). The MATLAB software package (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used for curve fitting and simulations.

**Measurement of Local cAMP in Single Cells.** Single-cell cAMP measurements were made by using either the perforated patch or whole-cell patch-clamp technique (10). In the perforated patch configuration, the pore-forming antibiotic nystatin was added to the pipette solution to gain electrical access to the cell’s interior while retaining divalent cations and larger molecules like cAMP in the cell. Recordings were made by using an Axopatch-200A patch-clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Pipette resistance was limited to 5 MΩ and averaged 3.4 ± 0.5 MΩ (measurements throughout the paper are expressed as mean ± standard deviation). In the perforated patch configuration, a steady access resistance was obtained 5–15 min after seal formation. Capacitive transients were elicited by applying −50 mV steps from the holding potential of −20 mV for calculation of access resistance (100 ± 40Ω). These quantities were monitored throughout the experiments to ensure stable electrical access was maintained. Current records were typically sampled five times the filter setting. Records were digitally filtered at 12 Hz, resampled at 60 Hz, and corrected for series resistance errors. The control bath solution contained (mM): 140 NaCl, 4 KCl, 11 d-glucose, 10 Hepes, and either 0.1 or 10 M MgCl₂, pH 7.4. Forskolin, PGE₁, 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), and 4-(3-butoxy-4-methoxybenzyl)-2-imidazolidinone (RO-20–1724) were added to the control solution from concentrated DMSO stocks, with final concentrations as indicated (final DMSO concentrations were <0.5%). Solutions were applied by using the SF-77B fast-step solution switcher (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT). The mechanical switch time was 1 ms.

The time to exchange the extracellular solution was measured by applying a 140 mM KCl solution to a depolarized cell (+50 mV) and monitoring changes in current through endogenous voltage-gated K⁺ channels; for each experiment, the exchange time was less than 60 ms. The pipette solution in perforated patch experiments contained (mM): 70 KCl, 70 potassium gluconate, 4 NaCl, 0.5 MgCl₂, 10 Hepes, pH 7.4, and 50–200 µg/ml of nystatin. In most of these experiments, the pipette solution also contained 1 mM cAMP; at the end of the experiment, the maximal cAMP-induced current could be measured by rupturing the cell membrane at the tip of the pipette with suction, allowing saturating cAMP to diffuse to the channels (10). In whole-cell experiments, 5 mM K₂ATP were added to the pipette solution, and nystatin was not included.

**Calibration of Single-Cell Measurements.** The cyclic nucleotide sensitivity of the C460W/E583M CNG channel was assessed in excised inside-out patches as described previously (11). The data were fitted with the Hill equation, \( I/I_{max} = [\text{cAMP}]^n / ([\text{cAMP}]^N + K_{1/2}) \), where \( I/I_{max} \) is the fraction of maximal current, \( K_{1/2} \) is the cAMP concentration that gives a half-maximal current, and \( N \) is the Hill coefficient. \( K_{1/2} \) and \( N \) were 1.1 ± 0.3 µM and 2.1 ± 0.4 at +50 mV, and 1.0 ± 0.3 µM and 2.0 ± 0.3 at −50 mV (n = 11). With these values, the cAMP concentration could be calculated from currents measured in perforated patch experiments (10). For example, if \( I/I_{max} \) were found to be 0.6, the estimated cAMP concentration would be 1.2 µM. It should be noted that the low concentration of channels expressed in these cells (~1 nM) did not significantly buffer the measured cAMP signals.

Data in figures are representative of at least four experiments. All experiments were done at room temperature (19–22°C). Forskolin and PDE inhibitors were from Calbiochem. Fura-2/AM and pluronic F-127 were from Molecular Probes. [2-³H]adenine, [³H]cAMP, and [α-³P]ATP were from Amersham Pharmacia. All other chemicals were from Sigma.

**Results and Discussion**

We examined cAMP levels in HEK-293 cells in response to PGE₁ stimulation. HEK-293 cells express a variety of extracellular receptors including prostanoid receptors (18), and the cAMP-specific PDE type IV (11, 19). They also appear to express AC types II, III, VI, and VII, on the basis of PCR analysis (20). C460W/E583M channels were expressed heterologously by using an adenovirus construct (11). We have taken advantage of the Cₐ¹⁺ permeability of the channel to detect changes in local cAMP concentration; the fluorescent indicator fura-2 was used to monitor Ca²⁺ entry. With this approach, incremental changes in cAMP concentration are readily detected as changes in local Ca²⁺ influx rates through C460W/E583M channels (11).

**Fig. 1.** Distinct cAMP signals measured in different subcellular compartments. (A) Membrane-localized cAMP signals were detected in cell populations by using Ca²⁺ influx through C460W/E583M channels. Ca²⁺ influx caused a decrease in fluorescence ([ΔF/F₀] plotted with inverted polarity). In the absence of PDE inhibitors (–IBMX), 10 µM PGE₁ (arrow) triggered a rise and fall in Ca²⁺. The decay of the Ca²⁺ response was prevented by 5 min pretreatment with 100 µM IBMX. (B) Total cellular cAMP accumulation was determined in cell populations by monitoring the conversion of [³H]ATP to [³H]cAMP. PGE₁ (10 µM) caused cellular cAMP to rise to a plateau in the absence of PDE inhibitors. A steady increase in cAMP was observed when cells were pretreated with 100 µM IBMX for 5 min.

Distinct cAMP signals measured in different subcellular compartments. (A) Membrane-localized cAMP signals were detected in cell populations by using Ca²⁺ influx through C460W/E583M channels. Ca²⁺ influx caused a decrease in fluorescence ([ΔF/F₀] plotted with inverted polarity). In the absence of PDE inhibitors (–IBMX), 10 µM PGE₁ (arrow) triggered a rise and fall in Ca²⁺. The decay of the Ca²⁺ response was prevented by 5 min pretreatment with 100 µM IBMX. (B) Total cellular cAMP accumulation was determined in cell populations by monitoring the conversion of [³H]ATP to [³H]cAMP. PGE₁ (10 µM) caused cellular cAMP to rise to a plateau in the absence of PDE inhibitors. A steady increase in cAMP was observed when cells were pretreated with 100 µM IBMX for 5 min.

We examined cAMP levels in HEK-293 cells in response to PGE₁ stimulation. HEK-293 cells express a variety of extracellular receptors including prostanoid receptors (18), and the cAMP-specific PDE type IV (11, 19). They also appear to express AC types II, III, VI, and VII, on the basis of PCR analysis (20). C460W/E583M channels were expressed heterologously by using an adenovirus construct (11). We have taken advantage of the Cₐ¹⁺ permeability of the channel to detect changes in local cAMP concentration; the fluorescent indicator fura-2 was used to monitor Ca²⁺ entry. With this approach, incremental changes in cAMP concentration are readily detected as changes in local Ca²⁺ influx rates through C460W/E583M channels (11).

We examined cAMP levels in HEK-293 cells in response to PGE₁ stimulation. HEK-293 cells express a variety of extracellular receptors including prostanoid receptors (18), and the cAMP-specific PDE type IV (11, 19). They also appear to express AC types II, III, VI, and VII, on the basis of PCR analysis (20). C460W/E583M channels were expressed heterologously by using an adenovirus construct (11). We have taken advantage of the Cₐ¹⁺ permeability of the channel to detect changes in local cAMP concentration; the fluorescent indicator fura-2 was used to monitor Ca²⁺ entry. With this approach, incremental changes in cAMP concentration are readily detected as changes in local Ca²⁺ influx rates through C460W/E583M channels (11).
Ca\(^{2+}\) influx (Fig. 2B). However, these responses, unlike the PGE\(_1\)-induced responses, did not decline. Similarly, by using the same assay, the responses of rat glioma C6–2B cells to isoproterenol, and rat pituitary-derived GH4C1 cells to vasoactive intestinal peptide did not decline on a similar time-scale (11, 12). Thus, the activation of AC alone does not necessarily cause transient Ca\(^{2+}\) responses. Taken together, these results suggest that the decline was because of a reduction in AC activity and/or an increase in PDE activity. The decline was unlikely to result primarily from a reduction in AC activity (e.g., receptor desensitization) because of the sustained accumulation of total cellular cAMP in the presence of IBMX (Fig. 1B). To verify this interpretation, we added 100 \(\mu\)M IBMX at various times after PGE\(_1\) application. Even 50 min after the addition of PGE\(_1\), IBMX triggered a rapid Ca\(^{2+}\) influx (Fig. 2C), indicative of a sharp rise in cAMP level. The type-IV-specific PDE inhibitor RO-20–1724 (10 \(\mu\)M) also caused sharp increases in cAMP (the maximal slopes were indistinguishable from those induced by IBMX). In the absence of PGE\(_1\), PDE inhibitors caused no measurable Ca\(^{2+}\) influx. These experiments suggest that AC activity did not decrease appreciably, but instead that PDE activity was up-regulated. To test whether PGE\(_1\) did indeed increase the total PDE activity, we added 100 nM PGE\(_1\) at various times after the initial application of 100 nM PGE\(_1\) (a subsaturating concentration). There was a negligible response to the subsequent addition of PGE\(_1\), even after 50 min (Fig. 2D). Taken together, the experiments in Fig. 2C and D argue that the cAMP transient is caused by an initial increase in AC activity, followed by a more profound increase in PDE activity. These results are consistent with previous studies showing that neurotransmitters and hormones, including PGE\(_1\), regulate PDE activity as well as cyclase activity (13, 21–24). Here we show that such mechanisms are crucial for the generation of spatially and temporally distinct cAMP signals.

We next sought to examine the response to PGE\(_1\) in single cells, by directly measuring ionic currents through C460W/E583M channels with the perforated patch-clamp technique. This approach has higher temporal resolution and dynamic range than the Ca\(^{2+}\) influx assay, and the response can be calibrated, allowing for accurate measurement of cAMP concentration. These experiments were done in nominally Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solutions, which increased currents through the channels (Ca\(^{2+}\) is a permeant blocker) and removed the possibility that Ca\(^{2+}\) entry inhibited the channels (6). The responses of two different cells to rapid application of 1 \(\mu\)M PGE\(_1\) are shown in Fig. 3A and B. Inward currents were measured at a holding potential of –20 mV. The currents were converted to cAMP concentration on the basis of the channel’s dose-response relation determined in excised membrane patches (see Materials and Methods). The cAMP signals were transient, rising more sharply than they decayed, in general agreement with the cAMP changes inferred from Ca\(^{2+}\) influx experiments in cell populations. (The absence of extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) in these experiments, and, as noted earlier, the lack of a PGE\(_1\)-stimulated rise in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) in control cells, indicate that the transient cAMP responses were not caused by Ca\(^{2+}\) feedback mechanisms. For additional controls, see the Fig. 3 legend.) The shapes of the responses were similar across six cells, but the kinetics varied (width at half-height 87 ± 53 s). The time-course in Fig. 3A was about average for the single-cell measurements, whereas the time-course in Fig. 3B (from a different cell) was considerably faster. The average amplitude of the cAMP signal in five cells was 0.7 ± 0.4 \(\mu\)M. When 100 \(\mu\)M IBMX was added after 100 nM PGE\(_1\) (Fig. 3C), the current rose to a plateau (\(n = 4\)). This result demonstrates
the persistent activation of AC by PGE1, as observed in cell populations (Fig. 2C).

How can cAMP signals near the channels be distinct from those in other parts of the cell? Several lines of evidence presented previously suggest that cAMP is produced in subcellular compartments near the surface membrane, and that diffusion between these domains and a cytosolic compartment is significantly impeded (10). At a minimum, it is necessary to invoke the same two compartments to explain the current data. With no restriction on diffusion: (i) cAMP concentrations right next to AC are not high enough to activate PKA (10), let alone the CNG channels used here (unless the entire cell filled with cAMP); and (ii) cAMP would diffuse across a 15–20 μm cell in <0.2 s, which would “wash out” any spatial differences on a time-scale of tens to hundreds of seconds. Fig. 4A Inset shows the two compartment model presented before, with two important additions: a PGE1-induced increase in PDE activity in compartment 1, and a constitutively active PDE in compartment 2. The system is described by the following equations:

\[
\frac{dC_1}{dt} = E_{AC} + \frac{J_{12}}{V_1}(C_2 - C_1) - \frac{A_E_1 C_1}{K_{M1} + C_1}
\]  

[1]

\[
\frac{dC_2}{dt} = \frac{J_{12}}{V_2}(C_1 - C_2) - \frac{E_2 C_2}{K_{M2} + C_2}
\]  

[2]

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = k_A I - k_e A
\]  

[3]
Simulations of the model successfully reproduce the local transient change in cAMP, as well as the rise in total cAMP to a plateau (Fig. 4). A PGE\(_1\)-induced increase in PDE activity within compartment 1 is required to explain the data. Slow efflux of cAMP from the microdomain is ultimately balanced by low rates of hydrolysis within the bulk cytosol. Thus, different relative PDE activities within more than one diffusionally restricted compartment can explain the generation of distinct cAMP signals, even in a simple, nonexcitable cell.

In morphologically complex cells like neurons, dendritic spines and other subcellular structures have been shown to be diffusionally isolated compartments (25–29). Surprisingly, the current findings demonstrate that the concept of three-dimensional barriers to diffusion may be generalized to simple cells, which are usually considered to contain a single homogeneous cytosolic compartment. The exact nature of the diffusion barrier is unclear, but it is likely to be formed, at least in part, by endoplasmic reticulum membrane that is known to come in close apposition to the plasma membrane (30–32). Although localized Ca\(^{2+}\) signals have been measured (33, 34), these have been attributed primarily to proximity to high-throughput Ca\(^{2+}\) sources and the delimiting effects of high-capacity cellular buffers, rather than diffusional barriers. However, the diffusional barriers to cAMP discussed here could also influence local Ca\(^{2+}\) signals.

In conclusion, we have resolved distinct cAMP signals in different compartments of a simple nonexcitable cell: a transient signal in microdomains near the surface membrane and a signal that rises to a plateau throughout the cell. Diffusional restrictions between the microdomains and the cytosol, as well as differential regulation of PDE activity, are required to generate such distinct signals. Segregated cAMP signals allow for differential regulation of cAMP effector proteins like PKA. A similar scenario may explain a long-standing observation in cardiac myocytes: two agents that both trigger rises in cAMP (PGE\(_1\) and isoproterenol) have markedly different downstream effects (35). Comparable observations have been made in studying the effects of \(\beta_1\)- and \(\beta_2\)-adrenergic agonists (35–37). In this context, it is interesting to reconsider the possible functions of A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs), the scaffolds that tether PKA to cellular targets (4, 38). In addition to creating two-dimensional protein arrays that help to ensure the phosphorylation of certain proteins, AKAPs are likely to direct PKA to diffusionally isolated cellular regions in which distinct cAMP signals are produced. The transient nature of the signals measured here will limit the diffusional spread of cAMP. However, these signals should still allow for a prolonged activation of PKA because the reassociation of PKA subunits is slow (39, 40). A challenge for the future will be to decipher the specific information encoded in the different cAMP signals.
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